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Scheduling 2016-2017
Challenges to Scheduling a high school-

- Complexity/volume of sections (590+), balancing what is best for students and what is most 

efficient and equitable in terms of course enrollments.

Goals:

Provide comprehensive course offerings to allow our students a holistic high 

school experience while preparing them to be competitive in the college 

admission process or career/military ready.

Eliminate factors which limit flexibility in scheduling and lead to undesirable class 

sizes.



2015-2016 obstacles

-First year scheduling in schoolBrains.

-Saturation of choice in electives led to undersubscribed sections.

-Graduation Requirements restricted students ability to choose and our ability to 

transition students between sections.

-Lack of centralization in scheduling led to some confusion and 

miscommunication.

-Requests regarding scheduling from teachers and departments made the 

schedule less flexible.



2017-2018 Scheduling Modifications

Centralize scheduling in Guidance with input from administration

Provide additional training for admin and guidance in schoolBrains specific to scheduling

Allow more direct access between GDRHS staff and schoolBrains customer service

Request that departments pare down or modify elective offerings to find an equilibrium between 

supply and demand.

Reduce the number of scheduling requests granted and prioritize need vs. want.

Pursue small changes to graduation requirements in an attempt to create more choice for students 

and allow greater flexibility in making changes to student schedules when necessary.

Set enrollment minimums on elective courses unless there is a legitimate reason why a section 

should run under  if it is under 15.



Why would a course run under 15 students?

Special Education Courses

AP Courses (establish a set minimum), are there exceptions?

Single section core courses with no alternatives

Multiple sections of the same course:

Example:  Semester 1…  Pre-AP English Literature (B Block) 22 Students

(C Block) 14 Students

Semester 2….AP English Literature         (A Block) 25 Students


